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ABSTRACT

a

v

Visualization is essential for understanding the models obtained by process mining. Clear and efficient visual representations make the embedded information more accessible
and analyzable. This work presents a novel approach for
generating process models with structural properties that
induce visually friendly layouts. Rather than generating a
single model that captures all behaviors, a set of Petri net
models is delivered, each one covering a subset of traces of
the log. The models are mined by extracting slices of labelled transition systems with specific properties from the
complete state space produced by the process logs. In most
cases, few Petri nets are sufficient to cover a significant part
of the behavior produced by the log.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Process mining is used to deliver valuable insight into the
execution of real-life processes. Discovery [22], one of the
major areas of process mining, fosters this goal by constructing abstract process models that describe the high level
structure of the process. These models are automatically
learned from the execution traces of the process. Real-life
processes, however, are often highly unstructured. Traces
obtained from running systems generally show repetitive
patterns, but also contain plenty of unrelated events.
Building unique and compact models out of such unstructured behavior results in the so-called spaghetti models, such
as the one shown in Fig. 1. As models are generated by automatically learning causal dependencies between different
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Figure 1: Overfitting “spaghetti” model.
events, fitting many unrelated behaviors into a single model
produces highly complex relations. The model may learn
fake dependencies between events that are, in truth, unrelated in the original process. These spaghetti models are almost impossible to visualize and understand, and therefore
do not deliver any real insight into the underlying process.
One possible way for simplifying a model is by overgeneralizing the model, i.e. allowing behavior that is not
present in the execution traces. Models such as the flower
Petri net, in which everything is allowed, are conceptually
simple, but fail to provide useful information. In fact, it
has been argued that the main problem of discovery is finding this balance between overfitting and underfitting models [20]. It is not easy to satisfy this balance in an automated
fashion, and there is plenty of research in the area.
In this paper, we propose a new methodology to mine
easy-to-understand process models (Petri nets) from logs,
even those containing unstructured data. At the core of this
proposal is a new clustering approach which automatically
separates out behaviors with structural properties that induce visually friendly models. Thereby, our approach generates multiple process models, each of them conceptually
simple, but without removing any of the behaviors. For
most types of processes only a few models are required to
cover a majority of the behavior.

1.1

Related work

The problem of trying to find simple yet fitting models
from process logs has been approached from several areas.
The closest approaches are those related to clustering. Our
approach is novel in that clustering is performed by examining properties of transition systems, not log properties, thus
being more accurate in determining which clusters will be
visually friendly. A related approach is presented in [10],
where the quality and simplicity of the models obtained by
the heuristic miner is used to determine similarity of traces.
Our approach does not depend on any miner during the
clustering process. Most other clustering methods estimate
similarity based on the log structure, such as vector distance [19] or edit distance [4]. Significantly, event ordering
information can be used to construct the pattern vectors [2].
[11] also targets complexity reduction, but it does so by using hierarchical clustering, unifying repeated patterns.
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Figure 2: Scheme of the proposed flow.
Another group of techniques try to mine simple nets directly, by selectively ignoring noise from logs, such as the
inductive miner [15] or the region-based FSM miner [20].
When two or more significantly distinct behaviors are
present in the input logs, these methods must greatly reduce fitness or precision to generate simple models. Our
clustering approach, instead, generates separate models for
the separate behaviors.
The rest of simplification approaches reduce the complexity of models already mined. For example, the authors of
[12] perform a log-based unfolding of the model and compute a new model that only keeps the frequent parts. In [9],
an ILP model is also used to simplify existing models while
guaranteeing fitness. Like the previous strategies, these approaches also end up generating a single model.

2.

METHOD OVERVIEW

In this section we describe the contributions of this work.
Figure 2 shows the main components of the mining flow.
The most important step is the clustering process, which
separates the log into several (possibly non-disjoint) subsets of traces. The classification criteria is based on exploring properties of the labelled transition system (LTS) constructed from the log. The procedure extracts slices from
the LTS induced by subsets of transitions satisfying certain
properties. Each LTS slice has an associated subset of traces
from the log (a log slice).
By ensuring certain properties on each LTS slice, Petri
nets with specific structures can be synthesized. This work
focuses on Marked Graphs and Free-Choice nets because
of their inherent visually friendly structure. However, the
paradigm does not preclude to use other structural properties that may induce other classes of nets. The details on
how the slices are generated are described in Section 4.
In the second step, the different log slices are converted
into Petri nets (dashed line in Fig. 2). Any miner can be
used to transform these clusters into a Petri net. However,
this work proposes a method based on the theory of regions
that generates Petri nets based on the LTS slices produced
by the clustering step.

2.1

Visual example

Figure 3 illustrates the different stages of the mining flow
with a simple example. Fig. 3a contains a fictional event log
used as input to the flow. This log is not very complicated,
containing only 7 cases and 5 event types.
Fig. 3b shows the LTS constructed from the log, where
d
the presence of transition s1 −→ s11 , coloured in Fig. 3b,
violates certain structural properties (later detailed in Section 4). These violations imply that it is not possible to
synthesize a visually-friendly Petri net from the LTS. The

result is the intricate structure shown in Fig. 3c.
The clustering process proposed in this paper finds a set
of slices of the LTS that satisfy certain structural properties.
In this case, the LTS only needs to be split into two slices,
shown in Fig. 3d. Each slice also fits only a subset of the
traces from the log, shown in Fig. 3e, and these log slices are
the result of the clustering process. In this particular case,
the log slices are disjoint. However, overlapping slices can
be produced in the most general case.
Figure 3f shows the Petri nets synthesized from the individual LTS slices. The LTS properties give rise to free-choice
Petri nets, which are much more visually friendly.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

Process Mining

Process models are formalisms to represent the behavior
of a process. Among the different formalisms, Petri nets are
perhaps the most popular, due to its well-defined semantics.
A trace is a word σ ∈ T ∗ that represents a finite sequence of events. An event log L ∈ B(T ∗ ) is a multiset of
traces1 . Event logs are the starting point to apply process
mining techniques, guided towards the discovery, analysis
or extension of process models. Process discovery is one of
the most important disciplines in process mining, concerned
with learning a process model (e.g., a Petri net) from an
event log. Although a novel discipline, there are several discovery techniques that have appeared in the last decade,
most of them summarized in [22].
For any trace σ ∈ T ∗ , the Parikh vector ψ(σ) maps every
element a ∈ T onto the number of occurrences of a in σ.

3.2

Petri nets

A Petri Net [17] is a tuple N = hP, T, F, m0 i, where P is
the set of places, T is the set of transitions, connected via
the flow relation F : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) → {0, 1}, and m0 is
the initial marking. A marking is an assignment of a nonnegative integer to each place. If k is assigned to place p
by marking m (denoted m(p) = k), we say that p is marked
with k tokens. Given a node x ∈ P ∪ T , its pre-set and
post-set are denoted by • x and x• respectively.
A transition t is enabled in a marking m when all places
in • t are marked. When t is enabled, it can fire by removing
a token from each place in • t and putting a token to each
place in t• . A marking m0 is reachable from m if there is
a sequence of firings t1 t2 . . . tn that transforms m into m0 ,
denoted by m[t1 t2 . . . tn im0 . A sequence t1 t2 . . . tn is feasible
if it is firable from m0 .
In a Petri net, a choice is a place with more than one
output transition. Two transitions are said to be concurrent
if they do not have dependencies between them, i.e. they
can fire in any order.
A set of restrictions on the structure of Petri nets define
several classes of Petri nets. A Petri net N is a Marked
Graph if ∀p ∈ P : |• p| = |p• | = 1. It is a Free-Choice net
if ∀p1 , p2 ∈ P : p•1 ∩ p•2 6= ∅ ⇒ |p•1 | = |p•2 | = 1. Note that
every marked graph is a free-choice net.

3.3

Labelled Transition Systems

A finite labeled trasition system is a tuple
A = (S, E, T, s0 ) where S is a finite set the states, E
1

B(A) denotes the set of all multisets over A.
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Figure 3: Examples at different stages of the mining flow.
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information required to fully learn the correct process model.
For example, in the log in Fig. 4a, events a and b are seemingly concurrent as a is still enabled after firing b and viceversa. The log shows trace b a, but does not contain a b. The
original prefix multiset technique would generate an LTS
where a and b are not concurrent (Fig. 4b). The technique
presented below generates an LTS where a b is also feasible.
For an input log L ∈ B(T ∗ ), the procedure creates a new
LTS A as follows:

Figure 4: Log and steps to construct LTS.
is a set of events, T ∈ S × E × S are the transition relations
between states, labelled with E, and s0 is the initial state.
e
We use s −→ s0 as a shorthand for the arc (s, e, s0 ) ∈
T . Similar to Petri nets, a sequence σ = e1 e2 . . . en
is feasible in A if there exists s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ∈ S with
e1
en
...
sn .
s2 −→ sn−1 −→
s0 −→
For a given LTS A = (S, E, T, s0 ) and event e ∈ E, we
define the Excitation Set of e as the set of states in which e
is enabled, i.e.,

1. The Parikh vector ψ(σ) of every possible prefix σ ∈ T ∗
appearing in L is computed. A new state is created for
every such different Parikh vector.
e

i
2. An arc s1 −→
s2 is created for every
s1 , s2 ∈ A
if
ψ(s1 ) = (x0 , . . . , xi , . . . , xn )
ψ(s2 ) = (x0 , . . . , xi + 1, . . . , xn ).

pair
and

3. The initial state s0 is the zero Parikh vector.
An example of a log and the LTS generated using this
method can be seen in Fig. 4c.

e

ES(e) = {s ∈ S | ∃s0 ∈ S : s −→ s0 }.
Two events a, b are concurrent if there are four
a
b
states, s1 . . . s4 , in S such that s1 −→ s2 −→ s4 and
b
a
s1 −→ s3 −→ s4 . In this case we will also say that a and b
are concurrent in s1 . Two events a, b are in conflict if there
is a state s ∈ ES(a) ∩ ES(b) and a, b are not concurrent in s.
The previous definitions allow two events to have multiple
relationships in the same LTS (concurrency, conflict or ordered). One of the goals of this work would be to find LTS
slices with “clean” relationships that can be easily visualized
in the form of Petri nets.
Next, a concept tightly related to Free-Choice nets is presented. Two events a and b are in free-choice conflict if they
are in conflict and ES(a) = ES(b). In this situation the two
events are always enabled or disabled simultaneously, which
corresponds to a similar situation in Free-Choice nets.

3.4

Construction of an LTS from a log

Many methods exist to construct an LTS from a log. This
work uses a variation of the prefix multiset conversion [20].
In real-life, logs obtained from execution traces often miss

3.5

Conformance checking

An important set of techniques in process mining is conformance checking, which compare the observed (log) and
modeled behavior in order to evaluate the model. There are
four quality dimensions for comparing model and log: replay
fitness, simplicity, precision, and generalization [22].
A trace σ ∈ T ∗ fits a model N if σ is a feasible sequence
in N . A model has a perfect replay fitness if all traces in
the log can be replayed by the model. A precise model, on
the other hand, does not replay any trace other than those
contained in the log. Metrics for fitness have been defined
indicating how much every trace from the log fits a model [1].
Likewise, metrics for precision exist in the literature [18].

4.

CLUSTERING

This section explains the main contribution of this work: a
clustering procedure to extract LTS slices that cover subsets
of the log. The extraction is done in such a way that each
log slice can be modeled by a Petri net with visually friendly
structure (free-choice) that covers the log slice with 100%
fitness. Clustering is done in two steps:
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Figure 5: Splitting maximal connected ESs.
1. Transforming the LTS to enforce specific relations between pairs of events.
2. Extracting LTS slices with pre-defined structural properties.
The first step (explained in Section 4.1) transforms the
LTS to enforce unique relationships between pairs of events.
After these transformations, all pairs of events in the LTS
are guaranteed to have only one relationship: ordered, in
conflict or concurrent.
The second step extracts slides from the LTS in such a way
that certain properties are met. These properties are related
to the state spaces of Marked Graphs [3] and Free-Choice
nets [8]. The extraction will be based on a satisfiability
model that characterizes all slices that meet the required
properties (see Section 4.2).

4.1

LTS transformations

The transformations presented in this section aim at enforcing unique concurrency/conflict relationships between
pairs of events.

4.1.1

Splitting events with disconnected ESs

It is frequent to observe disconnected instances of the
same event in different states of the LTS. This transformation considers each instance as a different event.
The transformation splits each event e into a set of events
e1 . . . ek such that the ESs of each event is maximally connected (only has one connected component). Figure 5 illustrates this transformation with an example, in which event a
has two maximally connected sets of states in ES(s). Therefore, two new events, a1 and a2 are created to substitute the
original event a. A similar situation occurs with event c.
When synthesizing a Petri net from the LTS, these events
may end up by being represented by different transitions in
the Petri net if the Free-Choice property requires the splitting. The decision about whether the splitting is necessary
is left at the criterion of the synthesis tool [8].

4.1.2
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Saturation of concurrency

The goal of this transformation is to define a unique relationship between every pair of events. For every pair a and
b, there are two options:
ES(a) ∩ ES(b) = ∅

⇒ ordered.

ES(a) ∩ ES(b) 6= ∅

⇒ concurrent and/or conflict.

This transformation aims at disambiguating the second case
by exclusively choosing between concurrency or conflict.
The following definition formally describes what concurrency saturation is.
Two concurrent events are concurrency-saturated
(c-saturated) if they are concurrent in all states of
ES(a) ∩ ES(b). An LTS is said to be c-saturated if all pairs
of events are c-saturated.
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Figure 6: Examples to illustrate c-saturation.

Figure 6 shows three LTSs with different concurrency
properties. The one in 6a is c-saturated since all pairs of
concurrent events, (a, b), (b, c), and (a, c), are c-saturated.
The one in 6b is also c-saturated with the pairs (a, c) and
(b, c) being concurrent. However, 6c is not c-saturated since
the pair (a, b) is concurrent, but not in all the states of
ES(a) ∩ ES(b). Therefore the pair (a, b) is also in conflict.
Any LTS can be transformed into c-saturated by adding
states and transitions to complete the missing diamonds of
the concurrent events. This process can be applied iteratively until reaching a fixpoint in which all pairs of concurrent events are c-saturated. The details of the algorithm are
not given in the paper, but the reader can easily figure out
how to design it and verify that converges to a finite LTS.
In the example of Fig. 6, the LTS in 6c would become the
one in 6a after c-saturation. With this transformation, there
is no pair of events that can be concurrent and in conflict
simultaneously. This contributes to remove intricate event
relations, thus resulting in simpler Petri net structures.

4.2

Extraction of LTS slices

Once an LTS A representing the input log L is constructed
and transformed, the following step extracts several LTS
slices A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak satisfying a set of properties than make
it amenable for the synthesis of visually friendly Petri nets.
Each slice Ai covers a subset of traces (log-slice) Li of L.
The output of the clustering process is a set of log-slices
that completely cover L. In the example of Fig. 3, two logslices are delivered, shown in Fig. 3e.
We first describe the properties enforced in the LTS slices
and then the satisfiability model that extracts the slices.

4.2.1

Properties of the LTS slices

Three properties are desired in the LTS slices: forward
persistency, backward persistency and free-choiceness.
Persistency is a property tightly related to the state spaces
of Marked Graphs (see [3]). An LTS A = (S, E, T, s0 ) is
forward persistent (FP) if
a

b

a

∀s1 −→ s2 , s1 −→ s3 : ∃s3 −→ s4 .
Informally, if two events are simultaneously enabled, they
must be concurrent. Backward persistency (BP) is an analogous property applied to the reversed LTS (reversing the
direction of transitions). It is known that forward and backward persistency are necessary conditions for an LTS to be
the state space of a Marked Graph [3].
The third property is free-choiceness (FC). An LTS is said
to be free-choice if for every pair of events a and b, the
following condition holds:
a and b are in conflict =⇒ ES(a) = ES(b).
FC characterizes the state space for conflicts in Free-Choice
Petri nets. Given that two transitions in conflict have the
same predecessor places in a free-choice net, the set of markings in which they are enabled is identical for both transi-
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Any selected subset of {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 } must preserve the FP
property, which means that the selection of t1 and t2 must
imply the full diamond. The constraint can be formulated
as follows:
(t1 ∧ t2 ) =⇒ (t3 ∧ t4 ).

d

f

Figure 8: Petri nets obtained from the synthesis of
the LTS in Figure 7: (a) from the the full LTS, (b)
from a slice obtained by removing states 1 and 4.
tions. This means that both excitation sets will be identical
in the corresponding LTS. The FC property is the one used
in [8] to split events and guarantee free-choiceness.
Figure 7 shows an LTS and the relationship between pairs
of events (k: concurrent, C: conflict, F: free-choice conflict).
Blank cells in the table represent ordered events (disjoint
ES’s). We observe that the only free-choice conflict is between a and b, given that ES(a) = ES(b) = {s0 , s2 , s6 }. The
conflicts for the pairs (a, e) and (b, e) are not free-choice.
Figure 8 depicts two Petri nets obtained from the LTS in
Fig. 7. The one in Fig. 7a has been obtained by synthesizing
the full LTS, whereas the one in Fig. 7b has been obtained
by a slice in which states 1 and 4 have been removed. In the
latter case, all conflicts for the pairs (a, b), (a, e) and (b, e)
become free-choice, and so does the Petri net.

4.2.2

s2

x

a

Figure 7: LTS with various conflict relations between events.
a

t1

t2
b

Satisfiability model

An LTS slice is simply a subset of the original LTS. The
goal of the approach presented in this paper is to extract
LTS slices with the FP, BP and FC properties. Let us call
them Well-Behaved (WB) slices.
If each transition ti ∈ T of the LTS is represented by a
Boolean variable, the set of WB-slices can be characterized
by a Boolean formula WB(T ) in which every satisfying assignment corresponds to a WB-slice that contains only the
transitions ti for which their variables are asserted.
Fortunately, the function WB(T ) can be easily constructed by observing that the FP, BP and FC properties
can be formulated locally, i.e., in terms of neighboring transitions. Once the WB formula is constructed, a SAT solver
can be used to extract slices. Alternatively, the SAT model
can be transformed into an Integer Programming model in
which some specific cost function can be optimized.
Let us now see how the FP, BP and FC properties can be
characterized with Boolean constraints. Note that after the
transformations applied to the LTS, all pairs of events have
a unique relationship, i.e., they can only be concurrent or in
conflict (but not both) in case their ESs intersect.
Forward persistency (FP).
This property is only applicable to pairs of concurrent
events (a, b). For every state s1 ∈ ES(a) ∩ ES(b), a diamond
exists with the following transitions:
t1 = (s1 , a, s2 ), t2 = (s1 , b, s3 ), t3 = (s2 , b, s4 ), t4 = (s3 , a, s4 ).

Backward persistency (BP).
This property is analogous to the previous one, but reversing the direction of the transitions. A similar Boolean
formulation can be constructed.
Free-choiceness (FC).
This property is applied to pairs of events in conflict. The
constraints must ensure that both events have the same excitation sets in case both events are present in the LTS slice.
The formalization of the constraints for each pair of events
in conflict can be stated as follows:
Once one of the events is enabled in one state,
then the same enabling relation must be maintained in the successor states reachable by other
events.
Figure 9 depicts an scenario in which FC must be applied
for two events, a and b, that are in conflict. Notice that the
x
event x with transition s1 −→ s2 must be concurrent with a
and b, otherwise a, b would not be enabled in s2 , according
to the c-saturation transformation applied to the LTS.
Three options are possible with regard to the selection of
transitions t1 and t2 at state s1 :
1. Both t1 and t2 are selected: in this case, the two events
must be enforced to have the same ESs and, thus, both
or none of t3 and t4 must be selected, i.e., t3 ⇔ t4 .
2. Only one of them is selected, say t1 . In this case, t3
would be present (because of the FP condition) and t4
cannot be selected, otherwise ES(a) 6= ES(b).
3. None of them is selected. In this case, no constraints
are imposed on t3 and t4 with regard to state s1 .
Formally, the Boolean constraint applicable to s1 with
regard to events a and b is stated as follows:
(t1 ∧ t2 )

=⇒

(t3 ⇔ t4 )

(t1 ∧ ¬t2 )

=⇒

¬t4

(¬t1 ∧ t2 )

=⇒

¬t3

The previous constraints can be simplified in case a and b
are in conflict but not all transitions of Fig. 9 are present in
the original LTS. For example, if t1 is not present (¬t1 ), the
previous constraints would be simplified and reduced to:
t2 =⇒ ¬t3 .
Generation of choice-free Petri nets.
The previous constraints characterize LTS slices that derive Petri nets in which all choices are free. A simple modification of the model can characterize Petri nets without
choices (only causality and concurrency relations). In particular, the FC conditions can be rewritten to disable the
selection of two transitions that are in conflict. This would
be equivalent to adding the constraint ¬t1 ∨ ¬t2 .

4.3

Trace coverage

The conjunction of constraints for FP, BP and FC conform the Boolean formula WB(T ) that characterizes all WBslices of the LTS. The question now is: which subset of slices
should be extracted? Two properties are desired:

Including this constraint in the model, a subset of traces
can be covered by selecting their variables. The number of
covered traces is maximized by incorporating a cost function:
X
max
σi

4.4

Algorithm for extracting WB-slices

Algorithm 1 Extraction of WB-slices
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Input: A log L
Output: A set of pairs (LTS slice, Log slice)
A ← c-saturated LTS from L
R←L
. Remaining (uncovered) traces from L
i←1
while |R| > 0 do
Ai ← SolveWB(A, R)
. extract new LTS slice
Ti ← traces from L fitting Ai
. associated traces
R ← R \ Ti
. subtract from remaining traces
i←i+1
return (A1 , T1 ), (A2 , T2 ), . . . , (An , Tn )

Algorithm 1 shows the main algorithm for extracting LTS
and log slices. The algorithm iterates until each trace in
log L is covered by at least one of the extracted LTS slices.
Variable R stores the list of traces not yet covered.
Function SolveWB extracts an slice from A that maximizes the number of covered traces from R. Still, this slice
may cover traces already covered by previous slices (in line 8,
the traces assigned to Ti are obtained from L, not R).

5.

SYNTHESIS OF PETRI NETS

In addition to the main clustering procedure, we propose a
method to transform the LTS slices into Petri nets, extending a region-based synthesis tool, Petrify [7]. Region-based
miners are known for their tendency to construct overfitting
models [22]. The proposed modification allows Petrify to
construct Petri nets that trade off precision for visualizationfriendliness, and implements the ideas of [5].
Any mining tool can be used to obtain process models
from the log slices generated by the clustering method. However, the synthesis procedure described in this section reuses
the LTS slices constructed by the clustering algorithm, and
thus has inherent benefits in both efficiency and simplicity.
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• A small number of WB-slices should cover the majority
of traces of the log.

σi =⇒ (ti1 ∧ · · · ∧ tik )
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• Every trace of the log must be covered by at least one
WB-slice.

At this point, the satisfiability problem becomes an optimization problem that can be modeled with an Integer
Programming model with only binary variables.
A log L is a set of traces L = {σ1 , . . . , σn }, and each trace
σi covers a set of transitions σi = {ti1 , . . . , tik } of the LTS,
according to the construction described in Section 3.4.
Each trace can be represented by a Boolean variable σi
that acts as a trace selector. The assertion of σi implies the
selection of all transitions of the trace in the LTS, i.e.,
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Figure 10: Synthesis of Petri nets using regions.
For full details on the theory of regions, we refer to [8]. The
following section briefly surveys the basics of the theory.

5.1

Theory of regions

The theory of regions provides an algorithmic method
to derive a Petri net from an LTS. Given an LTS
A = (S, E, T, s0 ) and a subset of states r ⊆ S, a transition
e
/ r ∧ s0 ∈ r, exits r if s ∈ r ∧ s0 ∈
/ r,
s −→ s0 enters r if s ∈
and does not cross r otherwise. r is a region if for every
event e ∈ E, all transitions t ∈ T labelled e are in the same
relation with r (entering, exiting, or not crossing). A region
r is minimal if no subset of r is a region. Figure 10a shows
an example LTS, with 10b listing the minimal regions.
Intuitively, a region r corresponds to a place p in the Petri
net. p will precondition any of the events exiting r. Thus,
it will be marked only in states corresponding to those in
r, receiving tokens only from transitions corresponding to
events entering r. Straightforwardly, to construct a Petri
net from the list of minimal regions, a transition ti is created
for every event ei ∈ A and a place pj is created for every
minimal region rj . If ei enters rj , then pj ∈ • ti . Conversely,
if ei exits rj , then pj ∈ t•i . pj is marked iff s0 ∈ rj .

5.2

Excitation Closure

Let L(A) be the language of the LTS A, i.e., the set of
all traces fitting A, and L(N ) the set of all traces fitting N ,
where N is a Petri net constructed from A using the above
method. Assuming e ∈ E, let ◦ e be the set of minimal
regions of A where e is exiting. A is excitation closed [8] if:
\
∀e ∈ E, ◦ e 6= ∅ ∧ ES(e) =
r
r∈◦ e

L(A) = L(N ) is only guaranteed if A is excitation closed [8].
If not, then L(A) ⊆ L(N ) [5], N fits more traces than A.
Figure 10c depicts the Petri net N obtained from the minimal regions of the LTS A shown in 10a, whereas 10d shows
the LTS that models L(N ). Since the LTS in 10a is not excitation closed, N fits more traces than A (e.g., trace abce).
Traditional region-based synthesis tools, including Petrify,
transform the LTS to guarantee the excitation closure property and thus enforce L(A) = L(N ). These transformations
often degrade the visualization quality of the resulting Petri
nets [5] and result in hard to understand overfitting models
which are not ideal for Process Mining. For these reasons,

Table 1: Time required for clustering.
Log
documentflow
fhmilu
fhmn5
incidenttelco
kim
purchasetopay
receipt
tsl

Log size
Uniq. Event
traces types
1411
70
701
12
693
13
212
22
1174
18
76
21
116
27
1908
42

Time [s.]
Our
ActiTraC
proposal
90
95
60
106
174
38
32
17
37
20
7
55
15
7
111
60

Table 2: Number of slices and crossings required to
reach specific fitness thresholds.
Log
documentflow
fhmilu
fhmn5
incidenttelco
kim
purchasetopay
receipt
tsl
Log
documentflow
fhmilu
fhmn5
incidenttelco
kim
purchasetopay
receipt
tsl

Our proposal
85%
90%
Slic. Cros. Slic. Cros.
1
0
1
0
1
4
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
3
1
3
1
3
3
3

95%
Slic. Cros.
4
8
1
4
1
1
2
1
2
0
1
0
1
3
10
9

ActiTraC
85%
90%
95%
Slic. Cros. Slic. Cros. Slic.
Cros.
1
0
2
14
3
946701
6
4
Timeout computing fitness2
3
1
6
2
8
2
1
3
1
3
2
3
1
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
5
2
5
2
5
1
25
1
25
2
145

our modification drops the excitation closure requirement to
avoid these transformations. Because of this relaxation, the
resulting Petri nets are less overfitting.
Finally, event splitting can contribute to further enhance
the structure of the Petri net while keeping the recognized
language. Figure 10e shows a new structure after splitting
event a. The details on how label splitting is performed are
out of the scope of this work (see [8]).

6.

RESULTS

We have implemented the algorithms described on this
work in Python, using the PMLAB [6] process mining package. 8 logs combining real-life sources and benchmarks have
been used as inputs to the mining process. These logs
are available at http://www.cs.upc.edu/˜jspedro/pnsimpl/.
Gurobi [14] has been used to solve all ILP models. We have
evaluated the quality of the obtained models using the ETConformance plugin in ProM, which compute the best alignment between trace and log before measuring fitness and
precision [1, 18].
As for the important issue of visualization-friendliness,
there are several studies in the literature [16]. In this work
we propose a metric related to the concept of planarity: the
minimal number of crossings required to embed the graph on
a plane. This value is hard to compute optimally. For this
reason, the mincross algorithm from Graphviz [13] is used to
2
Because of the large number of Petri Nets, replay fitness
could not be measured for this benchmark.

obtain the estimations that will be used in this section. As
it is only an estimation, mincross may sometimes overestimate the number of crossings in large, dense graphs. These
pathological cases, most often, are not visualization-friendly
even if the crossing number is overestimated.
In order to compare our proposal with the related work
we propose two experiments. In the first one, we show how
many slices (Slic.) and crossings (Cros.) are required by our
mining process, depending on how much behavior of the log
is preserved. We also compare it to ActiTraC [10], a state-ofthe-art clustering procedure that also targets visualization.
In the second experiment, we show how our slicing approach results into visualization-friendly models even when
using alternative miners.

6.1

Minimum number of log slices

We configured our implementation to generate as many
slices as required in order to obtain a set of slices that include at least 80% of traces from the input log. Petrify was
used to generate models for each of the slices. The size of
the logs, in number of unique traces and event types, as well
as the time spent during the slicing process is shown in Table 1. Similarly, ActiTraC was configured with the default
settings, but a stop criteria of having generated enough clusters to cover 80% of the traces. By default, ActiTraC uses
the Heuristic Miner to generate models for the clusters.
The models mined by both tools are generally underfitting, i.e., precision is sacrificed to aid model visualization.
Thus, each model allows for more traces than those present
in the corresponding log slices. For this reason, measuring
entire log replay fitness using ProM usually results in values
higher than 80% of the log as configured.
In this experiment, we measure how many slices are actually required to reach a specific level of fitness when replaying the entire input log. For both clustering algorithms,
the slices with the largest number of traces are selected
first. This number of slices estimates how much behavior
a clustering algorithm can fit into a single model. However,
the clustering algorithm needs to ensure each model is still
visualization-friendly. To estimate this, we measure the total number of crossings present in each of the selected slices.
The results, shown in Table 2, indicate that our approach
compares positively with ActiTraC. For most examples, the
first slice already provides with a model that fits 90% of the
original full log. In addition, these first slices have few or
almost no crossings.

6.2

Metrics of the first slice

In the second experiment, we repeat the proposed slicing procedure on the same logs, but center on the metrics
of the slice containing the highest number of traces, which
we call the first slice. Two distinct miners are used: Petrify (using the modifications described in Section 5) and the
α-miner [21]. The experiment shows how the slices generated by the proposed algorithm are visualization friendly
even when using other types of miners.
As a baseline for comparisons, we also show the metrics of
models obtained directly from the log, without applying our
slicing approach, but after applying a naive noise filtering
algorithm. This naive strategy removes the least frequent
20% traces from each log, effectively removing most infrequent behavior. Without this noise removal, attempting to
mine the full log would result in huge spaghetti models which

Table 3: Comparing the first slice from the proposed clustering method vs. a naive noise removal algorithm
(removing 20% least frequent traces), using different miners.

Log
documentflow
fhmilu
fhmn5
incidenttelco
kim
purchasetopay
receipt
tsl

Using Petrify as miner
1st slice (our method)
Naive method
Fit.
Prec.
Cros.
Fit.
Prec.
Cros.
92.1% 81.7%
0
97.9%
57.2%
0
97.8% 64.5%
4
Out of memory
99.1% 49.4%
1
Out of memory
92.6% 53.7%
0
99.3%
30.7%
14
92.9% 75.1%
0
94.6%
84.6%
38
99.8% 68.2%
0
94.0% 100.0%
0
98.0% 71.3%
3
95.9% 100.0%
0
82.7% 83.9%
3
99.7%
53.1%
1

would be meaningless to compare with the models generated
after our slicing procedure. Yet, the results show that even
when compared to models where most noise has been removed, using our slicing algorithm still results in simpler
models with comparable fitness (Fit.) and precision (Prec.).
Table 3 shows these metrics on the first slice of each of
the logs as well as using the naive algorithm. When using
Petrify as miner, some of the models generated after the
naive noise elimination still have tens of crossings or low
precision. The models generated all have very few crossings
despite maintaining similar levels of fitness and precision.
When using the α-miner, low-fitting spaghetti models are
discovered even after noise elimination. When applied to the
first slices, the α-miner discovers models with a significantly
reduced number of crossings, and increased fitness.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced a new method to mine
visualization-friendly Petri nets from real-life process logs.
We have shown our method to improve on the visualization
quality of other similar slicing methods while being competitive in performance. This work is just an initial incursion
into the study of properties of labelled transition systems
with the goal of process model visualization. We envision
this effort to be a starting point for further simplifications
using other structural properties.

8.
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